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ABSTRACT 
In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), the load balancing is to provide a constant and reliable service. 

Applications with periodic data generation for WSNs need the maximum lifetime of the network. 

Generally, existing research enforces mainly on how to increase the lifetime of the sensor nodes for the 

load balancing in order to performance and effectiveness in the WSNs. Because the energy consumption 

is related to lifetime of the sensor nodes and the energy is a strictly limited resource in WSNs. Also, 

energy consumption optimization is required to synchronize the lifetime of the nodes with the whole 

network lifetime and it causes packet collision. Therefore, the packet scheduling and optimal path 

selection is introduced to solve this problem. In this paper, a Hybrid Butter Fly Swarm Optimization 

(HBFSO) and efficient packet scheduling is proposed for WSN. Initially, the clustering is introduced for 

load balancing to extend the lifetime of network by reducing energy consumption and increase network 

scalability. And the cluster one node works as a cluster head and manages all the activities such as 

routing. In clustering, the cluster head is selected based on the criteria’s like position, distance, mobility, 

density distribution, and residual energy of the node. To make load balanced routes between source and 

destination, here a multi agent based routing algorithm is used. The optimum routing with stable 

manner is carried out by HBFSO. In HBFSO, to attain fast convergence and more accurate solutions in BF 

combined with Particle Swarm Optimization (BF-PSO). The performance results show that the proposed 

scheme is effective to balance the load with energy efficiency, packet delivery ratio and throughput 

compared than existing algorithms. 

 

KEYWORDS:WSN, clustering, load balance, energy efficiency, multipath routing, butterfly swarm algorithm, PSO, hybrid 

packet scheduling. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Thedevelopment of little, low-cost and intelligent sensors with communication capabilities have 

promptedthe emergence of WSNs [1]. Because,WSNs have attracted significant attention because of 
theirextensive applications in many areas such as intrusion detection, object tracking,traffic control, 
environmental monitoring, health related applications[2, 3] and inventory management in factory and so on.In 
WSNs, the energy of network node is oftenincomplete, sothe efficient use of energy is a must in topology 
control. For the moment, since there are usually a large number of nodesin WSNs, the node can only obtainpart 
of the network topologyinformation. Consequently, the clustering algorithms are requiredto choose the suitable 
sub-cluster in local network on thesource of the partial information. 
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The topology of WSNs typically changes dynamically for a variety of reasons, together with sensor node 
failure as destruction of environmental factors, battery runs out andlocation modification of sensor nodes [4], 
wireless communication link signal alteration because of node power management or environmental factors, the 
adding of latest nodes into the network to improve the monitoring accuracy. Therefore, WSNs should be ready 
to get adapted to these variations and rearrange to assure user’s task dynamically. At the same time, an 
enormous concern in WSNs is the acquisition of regional data information instead of specific node data, and 
therefore the topology management mechanism of ancient networks is annoyed. Because of energy constraints, 
a sensor node can however communicate directly with alternative sensors within a limited distance. So as to 
change communication between sensors out of each other’s communication range, sensors form a multihop 
communication network. To make a hierarchical network topology the clustering algorithm is used and is the 
accustomed realizing scenario of network management and information aggregation for WSNs, and clustering 
facilitates the distributed control of the network. In addition, clustering nodes into groups not only saves energy 
however additionally reduces network contention when nodes communicate their information over shorter 
distances to their respective cluster-heads.  

To reduce the energy consumption in WSN, each nodes load has been maintained in a uniform method. To 
distribute uniformly the load on nodes,the load balancing algorithms are designed as well as increase their 
utilization whereas minimizing the total task execution time. In the network analysis community, this issue has 
been of significant interest when it involves wired [5] and wireless [6] networks. It aims to confirm that no node 
is under loaded or overloaded. It's at setting up a uniform load on all nodes.  

All sensor nodes share a single communications channel using a multiple access protocol. The packet 
transmission could lead to a time overlap of two or additional packet receptions, referred to as collisions. The 
packet collision problem causes packet retransmission, packet loss, decreasing throughput, increased wasted 
energy consumption and augmented delay/latency. Though extensive analysis for scheduling the sleep-wake 
times of sensor nodes has been conducted [7], only a number of studies exist in the literature on the packet 
scheduling of sensor nodes [8] that schedule the process of information packets accessible at a sensor node and 
also reduces energy consumptions.  

Several analysis works on the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol have been introduced to resolve the 
packet collision problem [9] such as spatial TDMA traffic-adaptive medium access protocol (TRAMA) [10], 
SensorMAC (SMAC) [11], and Timeout MAC (TMAC) [12]. A MAC protocol supported IEEE 802.15.4 was 
developed for low-power communication. The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol uses a random back off so as to 
reserve and access the channel. A node is allowed to send the packet when the channel is idle. In distinguish, 
random back off is activated when the channel is busy. Unfortunately, this system won't work properly when 
used in a large scale wireless sensor network. 

In this paper,a HBFSO is proposed to reduceenergy consumption by choosing optimal path.In HBFSO, BF 
isinspired by butterfly natural intelligence, character, behaviour, intelligent network and 
intelligentcommunication through the nectar search progression. The BF-PSO introduces new parameters such 
asprobability of food (p), sensitivity of butterfly (s), the degree of the node and the time varyingprobability 
coefficient (α). The above parameters are improved the searching ability, good convergence and theoverall 
performance of the Butterfly-PSO effectively.Then, the data is transmitted based packet scheduling algorithm. 
The simulation results show that the presentedscheme isattainedwell good performance results compared than 
existing schemes. This paper contains given below sections: related to the load balancing issue and energy 
efficiency with routing algorithms based existing method presented in section 2, in Section 3, the proposed 
approach and its details are presented. The simulation environment and the results analysis are presented in 
Sections 4 and the paper concluded in section 5. 
 
Related Work: 

In this section, load balancing with energy efficiency and reliable routing techniques has been 
discussed.Kumar[13] proposed and observed two new clustering-based protocols for heterogeneous WSN’s 
called Single hop and Multi-hop Energy Efficient Clustering Protocol (S-EECP and MEECP).In S-EECP,the 
basis of weighted probability selected CHs utilize on the ratio of residual energyof each node, and the average 
energy of the network. In this process, node having more weight probability has higher chance tobe 
selectedasCHs. In M-EECP, from CHs data to base station is transferred via multihop communication. 

Velmani and Kaarthick [14] proposed a Velocity Energy-competentwith Link-aware Cluster-Tree (VELCT) 
scheme for information collection in WSNs. VELCT effectively mitigate the issues of coverage quality, 
distance, traffic, delay, tree intensity and end-to-end connection. It constructs the data collection Tree (DCT) 
based on the cluster head location. the information assortment node in the DCT doesn't participate in sensing the 
data in a particular round, however, it simply collect the data packet from the cluster head and delivers it to the 
sink. This method minimizes the energy utilization, decrease the end-to-end delay and traffic in the cluster head 
in WSNs witheffectual usage of the DCT. 
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Chatterjee and Das [15] proposed a multiple sink deployment technique in Multi-hop WSN to reinforce 
lifetime, packet delay and load balancing. During this technique network is partition into the number of sub-
graphs or clusters around unique (each) sink node to collect the information. Authors proposed multi-sink 
deployment technique to optimize each rangeof clusters and cluster diameter supported graph theoretic scheme 
and used distributed greedy cluster construction algorithm on randomly generated networks to get a predefined 
number of clusters. Here, multiple sink nodes are placed in each cluster to collect sensitive information of the 
sensor in a restricted number of hops that lead to decreasing the relay workload and latency of information. 

Danratchadakorn and Pornavalaiwhich [16] developed a localized protocol specifically Coverage 
Maximization with Sleep scheduling protocol (CMSS) increase the sensing power of network. The area of 
network is divided into grid cells. Every sensor established a neighbour table and convert into cell-value table. 
These tables are used to make decision mode either sleep or active on every node. Sensors collect information 
from environment and send the sensed information to processing unit before going to sleep mode so as to save 
lots of energy. Every sensor exchanges data with its neighbour sensors and define waiting time. Throughout 
sensors waiting time, a sensor will receive a sleep message from neighbour nodes and upgrades its own 
neighbour table and cell value table. 

Deng et al., [17] proposed the load balanced group clustering to balance the battery power in WSN by 
implementing dynamic route calculation along with the condition of energy distribution in the network. This 
proposed scheme makes use of heterogeneous energy to understand load balance.Zeynal et al., [18] proposed 
fuzzy based approach for load balanced distributing information on sensor network that prolong the network 
lifetime. Here, vertical partitioning algorithm for distributing information on sensors is employed. In this 
scheme, initial clusters are formed and so distribute partitions on clusters.  

Vinay Kumar et al., [19] introduced a survey which increases the network life in Wireless sensor Networks 
(WSNs).Here the route for information transfer is selected in such a way that the total energy consumed along 
the path is reduced. The proposed clustering approch was used as cluster helps energy utilization in restricted 
resources that extends and maximizes network life. 

Jin Wang et al., [20] focused on the problem of hotspot, since this drawback can't be addressed under 
several routing owing to energy depletion of sensor nodes. Here, a Ring-based Energy Aware Routing (REAR) 
algorithm is proposed for WSN network that can achieve both energy balancing and energy potency for all 
sensor network nodes. In this process, the scheme considers the hop number and the distance with the residual 
energy of ensuing hop node throughout routing. 

J´anos Levendovszky et al., [21] developed a mechanism for optimal scheduling to forward packets in 
WSN, where information gathering is finished by clustering and cluster head with an already defined Quality of 
Service. To ensure balanced energy consumption and to minimize the loss of packet probability is the main 
motive of this work, and subject to time constraints that means different nodes should send all their packets 
within a given time interval. Effective solutions for scheduling were developed through combinatorial 
optimisation, and with quadratic programming ways. Here, the scheduling of forwarding packet is broken down 
to a discrete quadratic optimisation problem and also the optimum is sought by a Hopfield Neural Network 
yielding the solution in polynomial time.  

Rauthan and Mishra [22] described WSN as next generation of sensing structures and machines with 
restricted energy as most important disadvantage of wireless sensor nodes. In this work, a cluster algorithm 
improved for load balancing in clusters generation. WSNs efficiency is measured by the total distance between 
nodes to the base station and amount of information that has been transfer. Cluster–Head that is totally 
responsible for the making cluster and cluster nodes could affect the cluster performance. They form an 
algorithm in which they chose Master Node and vice master node for regions and sub regions. To search out out 
the master node they partition the region and find out the centre of region, by which they select the master node. 
For each partitioned portion again partition can be done if required and that depends on master node and nodes 
in this partitioned portion. 

Yaxiong Zhao et al., [23] presented a novel sleep-scheduling strategy. This strategy is meant for WSNs has 
old-fashioned sensor nodes. The strategy forms multiple overlap backbones that work or else to prolong the 
network life. The traffic is just promoted by supporting sensor nodes, and also the remaining nodes turn off their 
radios to save lots of energy. The turning round of multiple backbones makes certain that the energy utilization 
of all sensor nodes is balanced, that fully consumes the energy and achieves an extended network life compared 
to the existing techniques. 

Sharmila et al., [24] studied the performance of Virtual Scheduling Backbone (VSB) method with 
combining Virtual Scheduling Graph (VSG) based scheme with Local Replacement algorithm and the combined 
algorithm is named as Virtual Scheduling Backbone Replacement (VSBR) algorithm. In this scheme, 
replacement of node based on energy plays a major role for the improvement of life span of network. This 
scheme is used to maintain long term processing and effective monitoring to overcome fault tolerance. But the 
network lifetime is less. 
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Proposed Methodology: 
In this section, the proposed HBFSOprotocolbased energy efficiency has been discussed.And then BF-PSO 

based optimum routing with efficient packet scheduling also explained in given below subsection. 
 
System model: 

The overall performance of proposed system is illustrated in fig 1. It shows the cluster based 
communication and cluster formation. In this clustering, the cluster head is selected based on the five criteria. 
The path link quality is calculated using hop count metric. Then, multipath routing is provided to improvethe 
throughput and it contains the route discovery process and route maintenance process. In that process, the 
optimal path is selected by BF-PSO. It improves the optimum routing throughput. And, to balance the network 
connectivity the path reliability is calculated.Finally, the data is transmitted based on the efficient scheduling 
scheme. 

 

                                               
Fig. 1: overall performance of proposed system 
 
Cluster Head(CH) selection: 

This sub section introduces the different parameters used for cluster head election by focusing on behaviour 
level metric.  

The ID value is allotted to each and every node in the network and the ID values along with the nodes 
information and broadcasts to its neighbours. It creates the neighbourhood table based on the broadcast value. 
The weight value of each node is calculated based on the factors such as transmission range of the 
neighbourhood nodes, mobility of the node, distance between the nodes and the residual energy. 

Let considered n� (t), i =  0,1,2,3, . . . N − 1, where N →number of nodes, n� (t) →position vector of node i at time t. The distance from node � to � at time t is given below 
d��(t)  = | n�(t) – n� (t) |        (1) 

Where d��(t) → �������� 
The transmission range is thus calculated by using the given below formula 

� = !"(��#/��%) �&'�(�)��(��* +        (2) 

Where ��# → desired node degree,  ��% →current node degree, and the coverage area is equals the area 
covered by the cluster. ��# = , + 1,  
, = �&��������. ∗ �(0, 1)         (3) 

Cluster Head Selection Phase 

Input Nodes 

Choose Node Randomly 

Hop count, load balancing status, 
packet forwarding rate, packet loss 

rate and energy 

Definesquality of pathusing hop 
count metric 

Cluster Head Selection 

Route discovery and route maintenance 

Optimal path selection with low energy 
using BF-PSO 

Path reliability is calculated 

Data transmission using hybrid scheduling 
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d (C, N) =2∑ (14 − 04)56478         (4) 

C=cluster head, N-node. 
The total energy 9: consumed 

9:(�4 , �) = ; �49 + �4<=>�5, � ≤ �@
�49 + �4<AB�5, � > �@

D         (5) 

Where�E = ! FGH
FIJ, 9 →energy consumed to transmit or receive 1 bit message,  <=> →amplification 

coefficient of free-space signal, <AB → multi-path fading signal amplification coefficient, � → represents the 
distance between transmitter and receiver, �4 → is the bit amount of sending information. 

Mobility or stability is a very important factor in deciding the clusterheads. So as to avoid frequent 
clusterhead changes, it's fascinating to elect a clusterhead that doesn't move very quickly. If the clusterhead 
moves quickly means the nodes possibly removed from the clusterhead and as a result, a reaffiliation happens. It 
will increase computation and process, that isn't a fascinating feature. The duration of the link will improve the 
steadiness of the cluster. 
 
Message transmission process between cluster and neighbour nodes: 

In the initial stage, the node A produces the clustering process and transmits Hello messages to its k-hop 
neighbours. Then, the neighbours in k-hop exploit to compute the individual weight, after that the node with the 
highest weight will selected asCH. The weight is based on the above criteria’s. Next, CH node broadcasts 
Head_Message (HM) in its k-hop neighbours to state itself as CH and requests them to join the cluster. This HM 
includes the ID of CH node, the ID of the Sending node and the number of Hops from the CH (HD). When a 
node receives HM, sending node ID can be used to maintain a path to reach the CH. The algorithm removes 
broadcast package while HD is above k to ensure that the cluster is no more than k-hop. When a neighbour node 
receives HM, yet if it is already in a cluster means it sends Join_message to the CH to request joining the new 
cluster as long as its weight is lower. HM is limited to transmission within k-hop, so it may happen that some 
nodes couldn’t receive any HM. 
 
Routing in cluster structure: 

In this routing, the optimal path is selected based on the cluster head and node minimum distance and 
minimum energy consumption of nodes. The optimal minimum energy of path is improving the proposed 
throughput, and it is attained by BF-PSO. 
 
The BF swarm search process for optimal solution: 

In this BF based search process, depending upon thesensitivity of flower and probability of nectar the 
optimal solution is investigated. The optimal locationsolution information communicates with directly or 
indirectly in all BFs with different ways of communicationintelligence like dancing, chemicals, colors, sounds 
and physical actions. The BF intention is selects the flower having appropriate nectar probability andsatisfactory 
sensitivity inrandom search for the optimal solution and before terminating the respective flight or iteration and 
itintended process towards next optimal solution. This search process is continued till theconvergence 
(termination criteria) is achieved. In this search, the BFs are able tochoose several local best or lbest positions, 
sensitivity and probability are move in the direction of globalbest or gbest position (or location). The FS 
decision making process depends on the BF interaction with the substantially different sensory system [25, 26] 
in the search region. The termination criteria are mentioned as the convergence and maximum number of 
iterationalong with enhancement in respective fitness. The BF-PSO consistent with the intelligencebehaviours, 
characteristics andowing to antennal on their mouth by means of which flowers attract butterflymore compare to 
others [27, 28]. To provide good optimal solution [29], the butterfly and the surrounding atmosphere 
relationship has been focused. In this search process, butterflymoves towards the new nectar source, when 
taking the food or nectar first. 

The representation of the BF-PSO search process is illustrated in fig 2. BF-PSO search process for gbest 
solutionconsidering with the flower node from 18 to1Kand shows the movement of butterfly from�location to � + 1th location during the search process of BF-PSO. In the search process, the flying decision for each next 
flight is made based on the butterfly particle swarm’s previous history i.e. bestknowledge of self and 
neighbours. Based on this history of swarms the velocities and positions are changed. The sensitivity and 
probabilityideas follow the survival of the fittest principle like other evolutionary methods. The localbest (lbest) 
location of a butterfly which has the more sensitivity of butterfly and most probabilityof nector will become 
global best (gbest) solution. 
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Fig. 2:the search process for BF-PSO 
 
Proposed hybrid BF-PSO based optimal path selection: 

In this proposed HBFSO, the input nodes are considered as population and these are processed based on the 
BF swarm behaviour to find the fitness (optimal or minimum) and the global best value calculated by using 
PSO. Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) developed the PSO, andis a well-known optimization algorithm [30]. 
During the PSO process, within the search space every particle follows a particular velocityand inertia with the 
related generations and updates its positions. In PSO, assumed total Npositions (or populations) vector L (� =1, 2, 3 … . 1) and respective velocities vector v. and 'N andLN are mentioned the velocity and population 
respectively for O:ℎ iteration and also'NQ8 and L mentioned as velocity and population. Thus based onbasic-
PSO the equations 6 and 7 for velocity and position (or node population) forO:Riteration defined as [31, 32] 
'N = SN ∗ 'NQ8 + �8(8TLBUV>:,NQ8 − LNQ8W + �5(5TLXUV>:,NQ8 − LNQ8W     (6) 

LN = LNQ8 + 'N        (7) 

Where �8, �5 →acceleration coefficients and (8(5 → random variable (0, 1) 
The butterfly leaning based PSO algorithm has been developed to find theoptimal solutions including the 

random parameters, probability,acceleration coefficients, sensitivity, lbest and gbest for the more accurate 
solutions and fast convergence than othermethodology. In this proposed BF-PSO, the individual’s best solutions 
are selected lbest solutions.Then, the gbest result identified based on the individual fitness. The positions of 
node ofthe minimum energy (food) source signify the feasible optimal solution for the problem, and the 
quantityof food represents the corresponding fitness. Here, the ranges of the sensitivityand probability are regard 
as from 0.0 to 1.0. Based on the limitsof the problem variables The velocity limits can be set. 

Thus the function of sensitivity and probability as a function of iterations given below 

�N = �LY − ZI[\QZ]
ZI[\          (8) 

Where ̂A_` → maximum number of iterations, N̂ → O:R iteration count YN = a��XUV>:,N/ ∑(a��bUV>:,N)         (9) 

Where a��bUV>:,N → local best solutions fitness withO:R iteration, a��XUV>:,N → Fitness ofglobal best 
solutions with O:R iteration 

The acceleration coefficients of �8 and �5values are equals to 2 for BF-PSO. And the BF-PSO inertia 
weight range is 0 to 1 and it defined as 

SN = "ZI[\QZ]
ZI[\ +         (10) 

Generally, velocity-displacement-time concept is defined as given below c�d&���.(') = e��Yd���f���(L)/��f� (�)        (11) 

By taking the k1=1/Time (t); that is assume that the random time constant (k) for instantaneous speed and 
distance.  c�d&���.(') = e��Yd���f���(L) × O8        (12) 
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Also the velocity is directly proportional to the inertia and thus different velocity values havedifferent 
inertia. The thumb rule for summation is thatrepresents similar orequivalent similar quantities. As a result, the 
general equation for updating the velocity is defined as c�d&���.′ = e��Yd���f���8 × O′8 + e��Yd���f���5 × O′′8 + ���(��� × '�d&���. × O′′′8  (13) 

Correspondingly following the thumb rule the location displacement can updated follows, if O5′ =Time (t) is 
random instant than, e��Yd���f�� ′ = e��Yd���f��� + '�d&���. × O′5       (14) 

By applying the BF-PSO in aboveconcept, the butterfly velocity and locationdepends on the sensitivity of 
butterflyand probability of nectar amount in the search. Therefore the equations for updating the velocity 
andlocation are the function of the probability and sensitivity as specified in equations 15and 16. 
'N′ = O8′′ . SN . 'NQ8 + �N(1 − YN)�8(8TLbUV>:,NQ8 − LNQ8W + (YNX�5(5TLXUV>:,NQ8 − LNQ8W   (15) 

Assumed O8′′ = 1 and  LN = LNQ8 + hN. 'N′         (16) 

Where YNX → the probability of global best and it is assumed as1 for global solution, Y → thecurrent 
probability and h → is time varying probability coefficient,hN = (��� ∗ YN. 

The fitness value considered as minimum energy obtained nodes. These nodes are used to construct the 
minimum energy optimal path between source and destination. 

 

                                       
Fig. 3: overall flow work of proposed BF-SPO 
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Proposed Time Slot Allocation Strategy: 
In this study, hybrid scheduling mechanism for WSNs is proposed. In this research, CSMA/CA is 

implemented for collision avoidance in the network and TDMA for efficient data transmission based on 
assigning the time slot to the each node in the clustering. In this mechanism,Base Station (BS) is considered as 
root node and CH is considered as immediate child nodes. Initially, the CH estimates channel consumption level 
for every contention access period.While, the channel consumption level becomes less than minimum threshold 
value means the CH forwards this information to the BS. When receiving channel consumption data, the BS 
checks the packet collision rate of the flow with two threshold values as maximum and minimum. If the 
collision rate crossed the maximum threshold value means, it cites the TDMA slot allocation scheme. The BS 
accumulates the queue occupancy value of nodes using the equation (17) and arranges them in the descending 
order. And this process assigns TDMA slots starting from nodes with high queue occupancy value.In that 
process, Nodes which one has high queue occupancy value will probably get long TDMA slot period. After that, 
the BS sends this TDMA assignment statement to the CH. Based on this statement the CH allocates slots to the 
nodes. 

Measurement of Queue Occupancy (QO) 
The QO of a node is measured using equation (17) as follows 

jk(�) = 6l
l        (17) 

Where QO(i) → the queue occupancy of node i,nQ → the number of packets in queue, Q →maximum size 
of the queue 

Measurement of Channel Consumption (CC) 
The average CC can be measured by using collided slots. And CC is defined as 

CC = pqrQpsr
r        (18) 

Where, nUS →the number of used slots, nCS →number of collided slots and , → the total number of slots in 
the network. 

Queue Occupancy (QO) Information 
Each CH in the network contains an array to store queue occupancy information of nodes, it is known as 

QO array. This contains multiple cells and each cell corresponds to the QO value of single sensor node. Each 
node measures its Queue Occupancy (QO) value and appends in its data packet. During data transmission, the 
CH gathers QO information from the node and keep track inQO_array. While scheduling TDMA slots, this 
information is forwarded to the base station by the cluster head. 

TDMA Scheduling in Wireless Sensor Networks: Initially, data transmission is performed through 
CSMA/CA. Since, our approach is a hybrid scheduling algorithm; it considers Channel Consumption (CC) as a 
metric to trigger the TDMA slot allocation. For every Contention Access Period (CAP), the CH measures the 
Channel Consumption (CC) using equation-2 and forwards it to the base station. 

Upon receiving the CC value, the coordinator compares it with  minTh}}, which is the minimum channel 
consumption threshold value. Once the computed CC value becomes less than minTh}} value, the coordinator 
triggers the TDMA slot allocation strategy by intimating corresponding CH. 
 
TDMA Slot Allocation Strategy: 

TDMA slot allocation is performed as follows: 
Considered if the computed CC is less than  minTh}}, the base station transmits GEN-TDMA (Generate 

TDMA) message to the corresponding CH.When receiving the GEN-TDMA message, the CH monitors the 
packet collision rate in CAP and forwards back the information to the base station. This rate is evaluated against 
two predefined threshold values namely minThs and maxThs to allocate TDMA slots. 

If packet collision rate is less than minThs, then the base station does not allocate TDMA slots. On the 
other hand, if packet collision rate is greater than maxThs, then the, CH sends the QO array information to the 
base station. 

The BS retrieves the QO_array and organizes it in the descending order of their QO values. 
TDMA slots are assigned to the nodes in descending order of their QO values. (i.e) node that has high QO 

value will be assigned first and will have long TDMA slot period (X) vice versa. Such that, TDMA slot period 
will take the form of,   X8 > X5 > ⋯ > X� 

The TDMA assignment schedule is sent to the corresponding CH by the BS. 
The CH allocates the slots to the nodes according to TDMA assignment schedule. 
Once TDMA slots are assigned to the nodes, the leaf nodes try to send their DATA_PKTs. Then, a node 

receives all the data from its child nodes, this node itself serves as a leaf node and efforts to send the combined 
data in the next time slot. Though, the accompanying massive control packets will consume a large amount of 
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energy. The control of BS used, the energy waste can be reduced and thus the process is much easier. At the 
beginning of each clustering, the operation is also divided into several time slots. In i�� time slot, which nodeID 
is i turns on its radio and receives the message from BS. The same approach used by BS to construct the routing 
path in BF-PSO, and then BS informs sensor nodes while to send or receive the information. In each TDMA 
time slot, the nodes work in turns defined by BS. When BS receives all the data, the network will start the next 
phase. 
 
Data transmission Phase: 

Once the multipath routing is built, the energy consumption of each sensor node in cluster can be calculated 
by BS, which information needed for calculating the topology for the next cluster can be known in advance. 
Though, because the WSN deployed in an unfriendly network, the actual Energy Level (EL) of each sensor node 
is calculated by BS. To managethis difficulty, each sensor node calculates its EL and detects its actual residual 
energy in each cluster. The calculated EL is defined as EL1 and the actual EL as EL2. Assumed, while the two 
ELs of a sensor node are various, the sensor node produces an error flag and the packets information of actual 
residual energy into DATA_PKT, this packet information needs to be sent to BS. While this DATA_PKT is 
collected, BS got the actual residual energy of this sensor node and uses it to calculate the topology in the next 
round. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In this section, the proposed simulation experiments are presented, and thenshow the effectiveness and 

advantage of the proposed HBFSO in comparison with the existing algorithm Effective Power based Stable Path 
Routing (EPSPR), Efficient Cluster based Scheduling Scheme (CEESS)[33]and IELBC hierarchy routing 
protocol [34].The proposed system is simulated using NS2.34 simulator. The performance is measured by 
network parameters such as energy consumption, throughput, message delivery ratio, network lifetime, delay 
and load balancing factor.  
 
Energy consumption: 

The average energy consumed by each node through the specified simulation time and it is expressed in 
Joules (J). Fig 4 shows that the graphical representation of energy consumption for different number of nodes in 
WSN.  The HBFSO has low energy consumption when compared with the existing system EPSPR, IELBC 
hierarchy routing protocol and CEESS. Because the proposed cluster formation has achieved maximum load 
distribution. 

 
 

Fig.4: comparison of Energy consumption vs. Number of Nodes 
 
Lifetime Evaluation: 

Fig 5 shows the lifetime of the proposedHBFSOand existing EPSPR, IELBC hierarchy routing protocol, 
CEESS. In this figure, both three schemes lifetime is decreases when to increasesthe node number. As the 
number of nodes in the WSN increases, the load of the storage node in EPSPR, IELBC hierarchy routing 
protocol and CEESS the nodes energy consumption is high. It is noted that the lifetime of the WSN in 
HBFSOdoes not change too much as the node number increases. Because, the data effective time is small, 
almost all the queries meet the desired event data in the HBFSO. So, it has high network life time. 
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Fig.5: comparison of Network lifetime vs. Number of Nodes 
 
Delay Evaluation: 

Fig 6 shows graphical representation of average delay of data storage in CEESS, IELBC hierarchy routing 
protocol and proposed HBFSO. It is obvious that the average delay of EPSPR is much less than that in existing 
IELBC hierarchy protocol andCEESS.In HBFSO, the event data routing is easier than existing routing protocol. 
Besides, there are many nodes located in the HBFSO, and they just need to store the data generated by 
themselves close by, which can significantlyreduce the average delay of data storage and retrieval. 

 

 
 
Fig.6: Comparison of Delay vs. Number of Nodes 

 
Throughput Evaluation: 

Fig 7 shows the throughput comparison of the proposed HBFSOand the existing EPSPR, IELBC hierarchy 
routing protocol and CEESS. Fig 5 shows the proposed protocol attains higher throughput when compared with 
the existing algorithm. Because, the likelihood to meet the desired event data in a short hop count is very high in 
such a way.  
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Fig.7: Comparison of throughput vs. Number of Nodes 

 
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) Evaluation: 

Fig 8 shows the comparison PDR of the proposed HBFSOand the existingEPSPR, IELBC hierarchy routing 
protocol approach andCEESS. PDR is defined as the ratio of total messages transmitted to total messages 
received at the destination. In existing schemes, some of the messages may drop due to congestion and buffer 
overflow at the clusterheads, this results in the drop of PDF whereas HBFSO performed load balancing and this 
improves PDR. 

 

 
Fig.8: Comparison of PDR vs. Number of Nodes 
 
Load balancing factor: 

Load balancing factor is defined as��a = N
∑ |(`�Q�)D|�]���

 

A higher value of LBFsignifies animproved load distribution, and thenit is inclined to infinity for a 
perfectly balanced system. The existing CEESS has non-uniform distribution of the load on the clusterheads. 
Proposed HBFSOdistributes the load uniformly and an improved load balancing factor is showed in fig9. 
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Fig.9: Load balancing factor Vs Number of Nodes 
 
Conclusion: 

This research paper has presented aHybrid Butter Fly Swarm Optimization (HBFSO) and efficient packet 
scheduling is proposed for balancing the load with energy efficiency in cluster WSNs.Proposed scheme chooses 
the mainly reliable and steady node as cluster-head depending on hop count, load balancing status, packet 
forwarding rate and packet loss rate.It also uses a multi agent based routing algorithm generated load balanced 
routes between source and destination nodes. The minimum power consumption based optimal route selected 
using BF-PSO.Each packet attains the time slots which are sent through the highest link scheduling.In this 
scheduling, two time slot allocations are processed. They are TDMA and CSMA packet scheduling with 
collision avoidance.Uniform distribution of the load on the selected clusterheads can improve the performance 
in terms of PDR, throughput, delay and lifetime and energy consumption.  
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